2010-02-15 Conference Call
Meeting minutes for February 15, 2010
1. Sakai/OSP 2.6 Issues and Status (Bug fixes can be verified on the following QA servers Nightly Build (HSQLDB) or Nightly build
(Oracle))
SAK-17782 Paste from Word problem. Out of scope for 2.7. Hard problem. 100s of hours of work.
2. Sakai 2.7 Development Status: We did two demos, so the only Jira we talked about was SAK-17647.
Status update: 2.7 QA Testing (The OSP Test Scripts can be found at OSP Test Scriptsand Scripts for Testing IU
Enhancements)
Status update: Code review / bug fixes - info from Alan Berg - SAK-17647Noah has worked through all the metaobj
ones. There are about 30 left.
Known issues remaining for merged SAK-15710 (IU enhancements)
SAK-17350 Broken link back to associated assignment when editing a cell
SAK-16557 Indexes are missing on OSP tables with Oracle
SAK-17323 In Portfolios tool, prompt user to give portfolio a name at the time of creation.
SAK-17735 Test form zip file fails to import with unexpected MIME type
SAK-17736 Lines disappear in the Actions column in the Add Attachment form
SAK-17852 !site.template.portfolio lacks roster perms for all roles
SAK-17853 Unsubmitted linked assignments display in matrix if instructor clicks "grade" or "view submissions" link in
Assignments
SAK-18003 Hibernate Level 2 caching causes desynchronization across servers
SAK-17940 Auto-select of Portfolio Forms causing intermittent problems
SAK-17888 Can't select XSL file in Portfolio Template wizard on with IE
SAK-17953 In OSP Forms, mailto links and links to named anchors deleted on save
3. Sakai 2.8 Development Status: Not discussed
SAK-17351 Duplicating portfolios (Review pending February 15th)
SAK-16693 Roster Synchronization (Review Pending on February 15th)
SAK-15547 Skip First Step of Portfolio Creation (if only one choice presented to user)
SAK-17653 OSP Column/Row names are not updated at the cell title level
SAK-17579 OSP fails if compiled on Java 1.6
4. Demos of Duplicate Site and Roster Syncing
Duplicate site demo met with approval, but it was moved that all settings (e.g. sharing) should be set to false (should
be in the state of a newly-created portfolio.)
Roster Syncing. Perhaps the roster syncing should be part of the new Site Info import roster functionality. Would be
doable, since the roster syncing uses a helper tool. Would want a way to combine the steps of associating a site and
syncing rosters.

